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preface
The end of the Summer season is approaching with rapid strides. 
Although my request in the previous Newsletter for better weather than 
in 2007 was sincere and well-meant, however it hasn’t been answered. 
The weather this Summer was frankly speaking very bad. I’d like to put 
my heart into the promoter of meetings which suffered from inclement 
weather conditions. Some of those meetings were very sad due to the 
bad weather.

There is nevertheless plenty of economical news, the economy is slowing 
down considerably in Europe, much stronger than expected. And that’s 
influencing the dollar, which is increasing substantially. The budget 
deficits can be caught somehow with the extreme high prices of energy, 
but how long this can continue, that is the question of course. Together 
with the non stopping price increases for raw materials, it doesn’t make 
things cheaper. Several manufactures have raised their prices already 
3 or 4 times this year, this is directly noticeable on our new price-list. 
The only thing which we can comfort ourselves is the proverb “better 
expensive than not for sale”. Like always we continue working with the 
whole BBT team to keep things straight and within bounds. 

Enjoy the fall, make long walks in the splendid colours of fallings leaves, 
you’re your Volkswagen for a drive through the woods. It freshens up 

your mind and gives room to new ideas and innovation… We give already 
the example, perhaps we’ll meet somewhere? 

Keep the vintage VW faith 

Bob

new products
#0200-3 Ribbed runningboard molding,   
  -07/’52

These aluminium running 
board mouldings are the only 

correct ones for a top restoration 
of your split bug. This ‘ribbed’ moulding 

is hardly to find in used ones, therefore we 
have them new as original in stock. The aluminium 

is like original and therefore not polished, but if you 
prefer it polished, you can always do it yourself. Sold per 

piece and stock is already available.

0432-5
#0200-3

#0432-5 Stock style antenna, ‘65- / Chrome

This antenna is a very nice accessory. Instead of the 
original antenna with black foot, this one has a foot in 
chrome, however the original look remains preserved. Sold per 
piece and stock is already available.

#0439-3 Lower hood latch, T1, ‘69-

This latch comes on the lower hood 
where the trunk flap is clamped 
into for Type 1, 1969-. We had 
to wait for years before the 
manufacture wanted to produce 
them again. Now we have them in 
stock. Sold per piece.

#0439-3

#0616-100 Front complete turn signal, orange, 
   T1, ‘66-’74 / TQ
#0616-110 Front complete turn signal, clear, 
   T1, ‘66-’74 / TQ

These turn signals for T1, ‘66-’74 are of excellent 
quality and have the original form of caps 
and lenses, something no reproduction 
has. After that Hella has stopped with the 

production of turn signals for Bugs, there 
were no more good and correct reproductions 
available on the market. That’s why we have 
taken in stock this top quality reproduction with 
orange or clear lenses. Sold per piece and stock is 
already available.

#0616-110 #0616-100

#0654-50 Key cover, ‘67-

For those people who have lost their original 
key or wish to protect their actual keys, 
we now have a plastic key cover with the 
VW emblem. It suits only for 1 model of 
key. Sold per piece and stock is already 
available.

#0654-50
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#0661-28 Bulb for semaphore, 12V/3W

This bulb is specially for the 12V reproduction semaphores 
(BBT 0617-51). As they are not available in the usual shops, 
it is very handy to have with oneself, in case they break. 
Sold per piece and stock is already available.

#0661-28

#0695-100 Single connector, 1 - 1
#0695-101 Double connector, 2 - 2
#0695-102 Triple connector, 3 - 3
#0695-105 Connector, 1 - 2

These connectors were always abundantly available from 
our used-pieces stock, but as from now we have them ‘new’ 

in our program. Sold per piece and stock is already available.

#0695-100

#0695-101
#0695-102

#0695-105

#0706-181 Rear deck lid seal, T181

Apart from the seals of the front hood, we have now 
also the special rear deck lid seal for type 181 for sale. 
Sold per piece and already some in stock.

#0706-181

#1493-055 Bolts for ring and pinion Swing (9mm)/8 pieces

These bolts are the original ones to fix the ring and pinion BBT 1493-
050. Due to their special hardness and wire, they are not available 
in the usual shops. Here too we have opted for originals, which can 
only benefit the quality. Sold per set of 8 pieces and stock is already 
available.

#1493-055

#1515-200 Pressure plate strengthened, 200mm (2100lb)
#1515-300 Pressure plate strengthened, 200mm (2600lb)
#1515-400 Pressure plate strengthened, 200mm (3000lb)
#1515-500 Clutch bolt kit (6pieces) HD

During assembly of engines with a higher capacity than original, you 
can get problems with the coupling sheave. It will slip quicker, as the 
original pressure plate is not made to transmit such powers. So the 
pressure on the coupling sheave isn’t powerful enough. The Kennedy 
(KEP) pressure plate can solve this problem. The pressure capacity is 
so high that it can only be used on high power engines. The pressure 
plate can be used on all models. KEP tests and balances each clutch 
before it leaves the factory, which benefits the quality of course. We 
sell also the special bolts for assembly (per set there are 6 bolts and 
washers). They are made of high quality material. Sold per piece and 
stock is already available.

#1515-500

#1515-200 #1515-300

#1515-400

#1605-25-1 Main bearings 30HP, crankcase 0.50,   
   crankshaft 0.25, thrust -1mm

Due to the increasing demand we have now 
taken into our program the missing bearing 
measure for the 30 H.P. engines. Sold per 
set for 1 engine. Already some in stock.

#1605-25-1

#1622-1 Plug for camshaft in engine case (seal), original

This plug for camshaft in the engine case is specially 
made for engine cases who don’t have the groove 
where the metallic plug fits in. These carters 
are particularly from VW do Brasil. These plugs 
can also be used to replace those in metallic 
without that the engine case has to be opened. 
This saves a lot of work. As they are original, the 
quality is guaranteed. Sold per piece and stock is 
already available.

#1622-1

#1782-100 Clips for rocker shaft, 
  25/30HP (1 piece)

This clip has to be assembled on the side of the rocker shaft 
to keep the rockers etc. on their place. This model is 
for 25/30 H.P. engines only. These clips are often lost 
during a revision of the engine and used spare parts are 
also more and more difficult to find. That’s why we have 
taken them into our program, it’s practical when you 
can order them with us. Sold per piece and stock is 
already available. #1782-100
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#1845-100 Vertical oil filter w/grooved cap aluminium
#1846-200 Seal for cap of #1845-100

This oil filter has a vertical filling which 
facilitates the filling. As the oil filter is 
assembled in a angle, the opening comes 
horizontally, there is no more messing 
up when filling like with a slant item. 
This finishing is completely polished 
inclusive the aluminium screw 
cap. During assembly it is 
important that the oil filter 
comes straight. We also sell 
the seal for the cap. Sold 
per piece and stock is already 
available.

#1845-100

#1846-200

#1849-400 Gasket under oil filter

This paper gasket comes between the original 
oil filter and the alternator/generator support. 
Sold per piece and stock is already available.

#1849-400

As from now the contact points 
of distributors with vacuum 
advance can be replaced by 
the well-known COMPU-FIRE system. 
So adjusting and replacing contact points 
won’t be necessary anymore. You just have 
to watch how the ignition system has to 
be connected, because when + and – are 
switched, the part will definitely brake and 
no guarantee can be given. Sold per piece and 
stock is already available.

#2090-100 Ignition kit for distributor 
   with vacuum advance

#2090-100

#2093-100 Wiring harness for BBT #2093

We already sold 
the ignition modules for the 
Mexico engines, but now we have 
taken also the wiring harness in our 
program. They have special plugs and 
are only available with VW. Sold per piece and 
already some in stock.

#2093-100

#2675-500 Moulding frame for defrost vents, T2, 
 ‘73-’79, grey

This frame is assembled at the 
windshield and fastens the defroster 
vents at the dashboard top. So when 
you’re replacing the dashboard, you can better 
also replace this metallic frames. Everything will 
become then very nice and original. Sold per piece and 
stock is already available.

#7550 Sunroof seal, T2, ‘68-’79 
#7880 Sunroof seal, T3 

This felt seal seals the metal sunroof up. 
Since a couple of years we had already 
those for Type 1 in our program, but 
now we can also offer those for T2, 
‘68-’79 and Type 3. They are like original 
and therefore of excellent quality. Sold 
per piece for 1 car and stock is already available.

#2675-500

#7550
#7880

#7820 Air-boot intake Type 3

This harmonica seal is 
to draw fresh air for the 
cooling of the engine. It’s 
obvious when this part is 
broken it can have nasty 
consequences for the cooling 
of your engine. The seal is 
assembled on the rear lid of the 
body and on the intake of the engine. 
The clips are not included and will have to 
be recovered. Sold per piece and stock is already 
available.

#7820

#9015-10 Tack strip rear wood convertible, ‘49-’67
#9015-11 Tack strip rear wood convertible, ‘67-’71

We continue expanding our wooden assortment for Bug convertibles. 
Now we sell also the tack strip rear wood. We’ve chosen to sell only 
the best, that means model ‘49-’67 in 1 piece and model ‘67-’71 in 3 
pieces of press wood. Sold per piece and already some in stock.

#9015-10

#9015-11
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#3530 Seat padding 1/3, front bottom, T2, ‘63-’74 
#3531 Seat padding 2/3, front bottom, T2, ‘63-’76 
#3532 Seat padding 1/3, front bottom, T2, ‘75-’79 

new products

#3500 Seat padding, front backrest, T1, ‘56-’64
#3501 Seat padding, front backrest, T1, ‘65-’67
#3502 Seat padding, front backrest, T1, ‘68-’72
#3503 Seat padding, front backrest, T1, ‘68-’72, Euro
#3504 Seat padding, front backrest, T1, ‘73
#3505 Seat padding, front backrest, T1, ‘74-’76
#3506 Seat padding, front backrest, T1, ‘77-’79 

BBT presents you paddings for seats, traditionally made in the original materials for bugs as well as for buses. The manufacturer has more than 40 
years of experience in fabrication of car seats paddings! When assembling new seats covers, or covering the interior, these paddings are essential. 
There is no other way to get your seats in he exact form than with these paddings. As we buy direct productions (especially made for us) we can 
keep the price at a moderate level. All paddings are delivered per piece.

#3500 #3501 #3502 #3503

#3504 #3505 #3506

#3510 #3511

#3512
#3513

#3520

#3521 #3522

#3523 #3524

#3530
#3531

#3510 Seat padding, front bottom, T1, ‘56-’67 
#3511 Seat padding, front bottom, T1, ‘68-’72 
#3512 Seat padding, front bottom, T1, ‘73-’76 
#3513 Seat padding, front bottom, T1, ‘77-’79 

#3520 Seat padding, front backrest or bottom, T2, ‘55-’61 
#3521 Seat padding 1/3, front backrest, T2, ‘62-’67 
#3522 Seat padding 2/3, front backrest, T2, ‘63-’76 
#3523 Seat padding 1/3, front backrest, T2, ‘68-’74 
#3524 Seat padding 1/3, front backrest, T2, ‘75-’79 

#3532

#3540 Seat padding 2/3 backrest, middle seat, T2, ‘55-’79 
#3541 Seat padding 1/3 backrest, middle seat, T2, ‘55-’79 
#3542 Seat padding 3/4 backrest, middle seat, T2, ‘55-’79 

#3540 #3541

#3542

#3545 Seat padding middle seat, bottom, T2, ‘55-’79 
#3546 Seat padding 3/4 middle seat, bottom, T2, ‘55-’79 

#3545 #3546
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#3550 Seat padding, rear backrest, T1, -’64 
#3551 Seat padding, rear backrest, T1, ‘65-

#3550 #3551

#3555 Seat padding, rear bottom, T1, -’64 
#3556 Seat padding, rear bottom, T1, 65- 

#3555 #3556

#3560 Seat padding, rear backrest, T1, -’64, Convertible 
#3561 Seat padding, rear backrest, T1, ‘65-, Convertible 

#3560 #3561

#3565 Seat padding, rear bottom, T1, -’72, Convertible 
#3566 Seat padding, rear bottom, T1, ‘73-, Convertible 

#3565 #3565

#3570 Seat padding, under rear bottom, T181 

#3570

#3575 Seat padding, rear backrest, T2, ‘55-’79 

#3575

#3580 Seat padding, rear bottom, 
  T2, ‘55-’79   

#3580 

#3592 Headrest padding, T1, ‘74-’76 
#3592

Price modifications are indicated on the 
pricelist itself!

no longer available
0449
0451
0452
0456

0514-33
1026-1
2035
7103

8959
9491-28


